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Key Selling Points
20 adorable, cuddly hats, each in three sizes, perfect for keeping your little one warm
Unique, fun designs that you can't buy in the shops
Portable projects that use minimal yarn and make perfect presents
From popular knitting designer, Lynne Rowe, whose books have sold over 51k copies.

Description
Knit 20 adorable hats to keep your little one cozy. 

This cute and colourful book contains a range of hats, with design styles that will appeal to every knitter. The 20 designs fall into four 
categories: basic beanies; animal hats; food hats and quirky hats. So whether you fancy making a simple beanie, a cute panda, fox or bee, a
colourful watermelon or strawberry, or a quirky Christmas pudding, this book has it all. Choose from hats with ears, stripes, pompoms, tassels,
topknots and more – all the techniques are included.

Clear instructions and simple patterns.
As babies vary so much in size, each design can be made in three sizes: 0–6 months, 6–12 months, 12–24 months. 
The yarns recommended are all hypoallergenic, washable and with some elasticity, to help the hats keep their shape. 
The hats use relatively small amounts of yarn so are ideal for quick, portable projects. 
Perfect for thoughtful gifts.

Hats are a timeless must-have baby item, especially if you have knitted them yourself! This is a fantastic little project book in a handy pocket-size 
format, so you can even knit on the go!

About the Author
Lynne Rowe was taught to knit and crochet by her grandmother in her early childhood and has been hooked ever since. She has developed a 
wide range of specialist skills and loves to pass these on to others through her workshops and classes. She is best known for her whimsical designs 
which feature regularly in the UK’s most popular craft magazines, along with articles and technical guides. Her practical approach makes her 
patterns straightforward, easy to read and fun to make. Her aim is to encourage as many people as possible to knit and crochet. Lynne lives in 
Cheshire, UK. Visit Lynne's website www.knitcrochetcreate.com for blog posts and patterns. Find Lynne on Instagram @the_woolnest
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